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A NOVEL EARPLUG SYSTEM FOR FILTERING
OUT DENTAL NOISE
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ABSTRACT
Undergoing dental treatment is usually a very unpleasant experience for people who have toothaches, especially when they are
hurting and there exists some intolerable mechanical noise. To reduce
the noise and promote the work efficiency of dentists, a new noisefiltering earplug system with optional music was developed to filter
out dental machine noise; if necessary, it can also be adopted as a
solution to reduce pain and anxiety of patients during treatments.
Furthermore, it can also simultaneously serve as a communication
tool between the patient and dentist. In this study, various kinds of
noises were initially collected through an off-line receiver and then
connected to a personal computer. The software, CoolEdit and
LABVIEW, were used to analyze the frequency ranges of the mechanical noises, and a cutoff frequency was identified through several
comparisons. After the cutoff frequency was determined, the active
noise-filtering system was designed with several circuits to filter out
those frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency but reserving only
the range of speech. In addition, music signals from an MP3 or CD
player can also be transmitted into the earplug system for increasing
the signal to noise ratio. The anxiety and tension of patients during
treatment can thus be partially relieved by the euphonious music, and
the pain of toothaches of patients might be further reduced. Moreover,
when the voice signal from the dentist is transmitted into the patient’s
earplug, the musical signal will automatically reduced by 12 dB for
convenient communication. It was found that the developed noisefiltering earplug system performed well in several tests, such as
detecting various powers of signals by monitoring the waveforms,
identifying variations in noise and speech signals before and after the
use of the filter, and checking working conditions of the designed
circuits.
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INTRODUCTION
Sound is a ubiquitous component of our environment from which there is no escape and is also one of the
principal media of communication between human
beings. However, the adverse effects of excessive
sound in causing hearing damage, raising stress levels,
disturbing rest and sleep, reducing the efficiency of task
performance, and interfering with verbal and musical
communication, are widely experienced. Thus, noise
pollution, defined as impurities of unpleasant sounds,
has become vitally important to human beings, and
much research has been carried out on determining
ways to prevent or resolve such annoying noises [14].
For noise problems in the community, several
investigations [2, 4, 7] were conducted, and the problems were further comprehensively studied [25]. According to the work of Belojevic et al. [2] with an
interview method concerning specific questions, the
widely accepted scientific fact that living in a “black
acoustic zone” (L eq > 65 dB(A)) places an urban population in a high-risk category for numerous subjective
effects of noise, including psychological, sleep, and
behavioral disorders, was further confirmed. Especially for the working environment of a hospital, those
harmful effects not only interfere with medical treatments but have also influenced mental performance and
occupational health hazards of those people exposed to
a noisy environment [17-18, 26-27]. A recent experimental study [3] for assessing the mental performance
of people with personality traits of intro-extroversion
showed that extroverts performed faster, while introverts had more-pronounced subjective effects of
annoyance, poor concentration, and fatigue during mental performances in noisy compared to quiet conditions.
However, literature investigating the long-term effects
of noise exposure on physiological and psychological
behaviors of people is not available.
Nonetheless, it is well known that noise problems
are inherent in every major hospital worldwide, causing
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increased amounts of anxiety, sleep loss, pain perception,
and prolonged convalescence in every segment of the
population [6]. According to Clark and Bohne [11],
hearing loss suffered by approximately one-fourth of all
Americans 65 and older is not part of the aging process,
but largely due to excess noise on the auditory system.
The damage, regardless of whether it is from short- and
long-term exposure to noise, is evident by the loss of
sensory cells on the organ of Corti [11]. In addition,
McLean and Tarnopolsky [23] investigated the effects
of noise on both humans and animals from the perspective of mental health and further proposed a relationship
between increased systolic and diastolic blood pressure
in patients with essential hypertension. Arvidsson and
Lindvall [1] evaluated the relationships among noise,
annoyance, mental performance ability, as well as hormone level, and their conclusions supported the hypothesis that the tendency to be annoyed by noise is associated with impaired performance in a generally stressful
situation.
Noises arising from those rotating instruments
used for endo-dentic treatments usually make patients
anxious and may even pose serious occupational health
hazards to technicians and dentists. At about 6% of 731
Swedish dental laboratory technicians complained of
hearing problems due to tinnitus or phantom highfrequency sounds [19], and 3.4% of 220 Thai dentists
reported that they had hearing problems [10]. Therefore,
reducing unavoidable noise interference between dentists and patients was the initial motivation of the present
study.
Apart from those noise problems during dental
treatments, patients may present to dentists and complain of some physical symptoms such as a toothache,
headache, and facial pain; only after much inappropriate treatment are these symptoms revealed to be due to
emotional disturbances [15]. Thus, emotional strain

Fig. 1. A block diagram for the noise-filtering earplug system.

and mental anxiety of patients with toothaches should
be carefully evaluated since they usually present to
dentists for further care. In fact, preventing exposure to
noise can be appropriately combined with the controlled
use of sound and music as further proposed by Chlan
[9]. This approach would not only succeed in reducing
a patient’s exposure to noise, but would also utilize the
therapeutic advantages of music. Due to the personal
nature of one’s noise threshold and music preferences,
the use of a noise-filtering earplug system with available music would be essential to effectively combine
these two objectives; this idea also formed the basic
motivation of the present study. In fact, this novel
earplug system can be used to reduce extreme noise
levels throughout dental treatments as well as provide a
kind of music therapy, which was originally proposed
for rehabilitation. At that time, approximately 13 years
ago, research in music therapy covered areas such as
music’s effects on disabled patients, comatose patients,
and senior patients as well as those on artificial respiration and for healing professional musicians [6]. To
date, music therapy has shown beneficial effects in
protecting the environment of newborns [5, 24] and
operating rooms [22], as well as on those patients undergoing regional anesthesia [13] and those with postoperative pain [16]. In addition, positive effects were
also reported for pregnancy in various stressful contexts
[21] and children with severe burn injuries [12]. All in
all, those studies indicate that using music and sounds to
reduce pain and anxiety in neonate, pediatric, surgical,
and adult patients within different hospital settings
shows “sound” results. However, a description of a
noise-filtering earplug system combined with music
applied to dental treatments for reducing noise levels,
pain, and anxiety as well as attention deficits was not
found with the authors’ best efforts.
Based on the motivations described above, we first
collected and analyzed the frequency ranges of dental
noises and audible sounds from a domestic dental
hospital. The combined use of a personal computer
(PC) with available software packages of CoolEdit and
LabVIEW was adopted for off-line analysis to determine the appropriate cutoff frequency. Then, a digital
wave-filtered approach was adopted to filter out the
dental noise and reserved the frequency range of speech.
After the reducing effects were identified, a self-designed digital wave-filter was developed on a circuit
board as an auxiliary noise-filtering tool. The developed earplug system, unlike a conventional ear-mask
only used for preventing the noise and able to be adjusted according to the different treated teeth of a patient,
is more convenient owing to the smaller size of the
earplug. In addition, along with the function of reducing noise levels, a small microphone and an available
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MP3 music player are incorporated in the earplug system to help the patient better relax from anxiety and
enhance communication between the dentist and patient
during treatment. Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the
developed noise-filtering earplug system. In this figure,
when the signal is detected to be higher than a threshold
value, the controlled electric circuits will automatically
reduce the music signal by 6-10 dB or cut off the music
signal for speech purposes.
The present paper, apart from the present section,
is organized as follows. Section 2 describes experimental setups and theoretical backgrounds for the developed noise-filtering earplug system. In Section 3, we
illustrate the functions and elements of the design system in detail. Results are checked and discussions are
provided in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes with
some important remarks on reported results.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS AND THEORETICAL
BACKGROUNDS
1. Dental noise collection
Since the wave filter is adopted for noise reduction,
the advance collection of dental noise signals was quite
important so that the frequency ranges of the noise and
speech signals could be classified. Considering the
inconvenience of a direct signal analysis at the collection location, those signal data were recorded with a
type AT9360 microphone on a mini-disk recorder from
Sony. The mini disc, instead of a tape, was used to store
digitized signals from the microphone with a sampling
rate of 44.1 kHz, and it has the same quality as a
compact disc (CD). Thereafter, an SPDIF (Sony/Philips
Digital Interface) connected with the disc recorder transmitted the recorded digital signals to the PC in the
laboratory for further analysis. Since data acquisition
can reach 24 bits/96 kHz, signal aliases can be reduced
to a minimum. It should be noted that the quality of the
signal acquisition by the microphone depends on its
directivity. This means that the direction of travel of the
sound waves, whether perpendicular or parallel to the
diaphragm, striking the diaphragm of the microphone
influences the microphone’s response. If the sound to
be measured arrives at the microphone from a predominant direction, then one of these two preferred directions should be used. In general, perpendicular-incidence is recommended for stationary sound sources
while parallel-incidence, also called [8] grazingincidence, is used for moving sound sources so that the
same sound incidence angle is present at all times
throughout the measurement period. In this case, a
perpendicular-incidence response was adopted. With a
narrow directivity pattern for the AT9360 and available
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frequency response range of 100 to 15,000 Hz, which
covers nearly the entire audible range of the human ear,
data acquisition with this setup can avoid background
noise.
2. Application of power spectral density
To identify the frequency ranges of the noise from
dental machines as well as those of speech, the collected
digital signals in time domain need to be transformed to
frequency domain by using the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) method. Throughout the present study of
digital signal processing, the frequency domain played
an important role in the design and analysis of signals
and the system. To investigate the effects of wave
filtering, the power spectral density in the frequency
domain was adopted to calculate the finite energy of
signals spread over the spectrum. Now, assuming that
x k represents a set of real signal sequences, X m denotes
the Fourier transformation of xk, and N (an even number)
is the sampling number, then, the power spectra density,
P m, can be expressed as [8]

Pm = 1 Xm
N

2

, m = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1,

(1)

where
N –1

Xm =

Σ x k e – j(2πkm / N) .

k =0

(2)

The total energy of signals can be yielded as

E t = 12
N

N –1

N –1

Σ X m 2 = N1 mΣ= 0P m .
m =0

(3)

3. Determination of the cutoff frequency
The noise signal was collected from local dental
hospitals, and machine noises included those produced
from hand-pieces of high and low speeds, high-power
suction, scaling equipment, and speech. When recording,
the microphone was about 20 cm from the noise sources
for noise level calculation. A sample of the waveforms
for the noise signal of a low-speed hand-piece and
speech in time and frequency domains are shown in Figs
2(a) and 2(b), respectively. It should be noted that Fig.
2(b) shows a noise frequency range of 0 to 20,000 Hz
and Fig. 3 shows most of the frequency range of the
speech signal is within 1,000 Hz after the filter has been
adopted. Under such a condition, we found that both the
patient and dentist could communicate each other during the clinic experiment; therefore, the cutoff frequency was initially determined to be 1,000 Hz. A
1,000-Hz low-pass filter, which means the low-frequency components are retained and the high-frequency
components are discarded, was adopted to filter out the
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noise. The retained frequency components were also
transformed into a file of a wave format for instantaneous illustration of the filtering effects shown on a PC.
4. Testing of noise filtering
Determining how to filter the noise effectively and
make the mechtronic mechanism into the designed circuit was part of the main concerns for this study. A
second-order low-pass Butterworth filter is usually selected since it is called a maximally-flat-magnituderesponse filter and is optimized for gain flatness in the
pass-band. Furthermore, the transient response of a
Butterworth filter to a pulse input shows moderate
overshoot and ringing. In addition, a fourth-order lowpass filter can be composed of two second-order lowpass filters in practice. As for choosing the secondorder or fourth-order low-pass filter, it depends on the
signal filtering effect. More specifically, it related with
the roll of rate of frequency response of signals with
respect to the choice of the second-, fourth- or eighth−
order filter. To design the filter circuit, the transfer
function was needed to build the circuit and related
theoretical backgrounds can be found in Ref. [20].
To further determine whether 1,000 Hz is a suit-

able cutoff frequency for this study, a series of cases
using 600, 800, 1,200, and 1,400 Hz as the cutoff
frequency with the same collected signals and filter was
selected for testing. The results are shown in Fig. 4(a)4(d). Comparisons of the four figures found that most
frequencies of speech signals are within 600 Hz. If the
cutoff frequency is set too high, then less of the noise
signal will be filtered out, and the effects of filtering
will be reduced. In contrast, if the cut-off frequency is
set too low, too much of the speech signal might be
filtered out, and speech will not dominate. Therefore,
setting 1,000 Hz as the cutoff frequency was determined
to be appropriate in this case of clinic experiment. In
addition, when the amplitude of those signals was converted into sound pressure level (in dB), the effect of the
filter at the cutoff frequency of 1,000 Hz greatly
dominated, and the results are shown in Figs. 5(a)-5(b).
Moreover, a switch of available cutoff frequencies is
also designed and attached with this earplug system for
the users in case of adjustment of communication quality.
FUNCTIONS AND ELEMENTS OF THE
DESIGN SYSTEM
The block diagram of the developed earplug system for filtering out dental noises is shown in Fig. 1 and
we briefly introduce the kernel elements of the system
with their respective functions below.
1. Preamplifier circuit for the microphone
A Phantom Power circuit design was adopted for
the preamplifier circuit to increase the speech signal
collection effect. The design combines the two connectors of the capacitor-type microphone with the
external circuit and thus, they become a three-terminal
microphone, as shown in Fig. 6. The advantage of
such a design is that changing the signal transmission of
the microphone to a differential type leads to an in-

Fig. 2. Noise signals of a low-speed hand-piece and speech in time and
frequency domains.

Fig. 3. A sample of the speech signal after using the filter.
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creased signal-to-noise ratio. More specifically, adding
a fixed direct voltage at the two differential points of
the microphone supplies the bias voltage of the
microphone. Thus, when the noise signal due to air
disturbances is received, it makes the capacitive
reactance of the capacitor-type microphone change, and
two signals will exist with equal amplitudes but opposite phases at the inputs of the amplifier. Due to the
opposite phases of the two differential signals, the
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amplitudes of the signals will be doubled, and the
“signal noise” with the same phase at the inputs of the
amplifier will be canceled out. The amounts of the
diminished signal noise depend on the composition of
the two resistors, R6 and VR1, as well as the capacitor,
C5, as shown in Fig. 6. Moreover, the rectangular block
on the right of this figure, U1, is a set of three OP-AMPs
with the IC number of INA 128 to form the instrument
amplifier.

Fig. 4. Signal results after using the filter for cutoff frequencies at 600, 800, 1,200 and 1,400 Hz.

Fig. 5. Effect of the filter with a cutoff frequency at 1,000 Hz.
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2. Low-pass filter
As shown in Fig. 7, a low-pass fourth-order
Butterworth filter was adopted for the filter circuit due
to its maximally-flat-magnitude-response; it is also
called a maximally flat filter. A fourth-order filter can
produce attenuation of -80 dB/decade (-20 dB/decade
per pole), and the needed parameters for operation can
be calculated and obtained using the available package,
FILTER-PRO, which is a low-pass filter design program issued by Texas Instruments (TI). The program
also offers two types of circuits and three kinds of filters
for selection. With appropriate values of capacitors, the
calculated values of components of the circuit with the
designed filter circuit can be simultaneously displayed.
The fourth-order low-pass filter for the circuit in this
case is also adopted to fulfill the requirements of the
package.

mean value of the integrated circuit must be considered
so that it can avoid the false operation of the circuit
especially when a single impulse of signal noise is
encountered. In addition, a Schmitt trigger circuit was
also adopted in the level criteria circuit to determine the
critical range as an operational area since it can avoid
false operation due to the continuous switching of outputs of the detection circuit when speech has a large
variation.
4. Mixing circuit and audio-amplifier circuit

Due to accuracy concerns, when designing the
signal level detection circuit shown in Fig. 8, the signal

A mixing circuit shown in Fig. 9 was designed to
partially reduce the music signal when communication
between the dentist and patient is necessary. However,
at that time, the output of the earplug is purely the
received signal of the microphone, and there may be a
large difference in the receiver and the earphone.
Therefore, a reduction of 12 dB in the music signal was
considered and put into practice; this makes the patient
with the earplug system feel more comfortable even if
some interference exists when the system is operating.
The audio-amplifier circuit shown in Fig. 10 was

Fig. 6. Phantom power microphone pre-amplifier circuit.

Fig. 7. Low-pass fourth-order Butterworth filter.

3. Signal level detection circuit

Fig. 8. Signal detection circuit.
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adopted directly from an available audio-amplifier (TPA0232) in an integrated circuit (IC) from TI for
convenience. With advantages of multi-functional control and a switch for two different sound sources, it
meets the requirements of the current system. Apart
from these advantages, no sound impulse exists when
the electrical switch is operating, and output power of 2
W is sufficient to operate the earphone.
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was used to make the circuit arrangements on the printed
circuit board (PCB). For reducing the size and commercial practice of the PCB, large amounts of surface mate
device (SMD) components were adopted for the circuits.
The general arrangement of the circuits can be converted into a Gerber file format and then, directly transmitted to the carving machine for fabrication.
TESTING RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5. Earplug with an earphone and PCB fabrication
1. Adjusting the circuits
The MDR-NC11 product from Sony was adopted
due to its small size and because the earplug has an
available built-in microphone. When the digital filter
circuit is integrated into the system, it meets the requirements of the designed system. After testing all the
circuits, a package with the Windows version of PCAD

For reducing the size of the circuit as much as
possible and increasing its stability, the IC made from
TL128 was replaced by an INA128 in the microphone
preamplifier circuit. In addition, when testing, a variable resistor was also included in the circuit to provide
the maximum electric output without a signal alias. An
additional fourth-order filter was also introduced in the
signal level detection circuit to reduce the occurrence of
false operation due to a sudden signal after testing.
Moreover, the microphone signal from the fourth-order
filter was also amplified in the mixing circuit to control
the sensitivity of the signal level detection circuit by
adjusting the amplifier.
2. Testing the circuits

Fig. 9. Mixing circuit.

Two kinds of equipments, a frequency response
recorder (LEADER, LFR-5601) and a Tektronic oscilloscope (TDS3034) with an FFT tool, were used to test
the circuits. The former was used to illustrate the

Fig. 10. Audio-amplifier circuit.
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Fig. 11. Various output signals through different circuits from the dental signals.

frequency response curves of all used circuits, while the
latter was adopted to test the frequency response of all
circuits. The external signals were transmitted by the
speaker (AWAI SC-B10H) to the microphone at a distance of 20 cm. The external signals were categorized
into a standard signal such that the pink noise ranged
from 100 to 10,000 Hz and the dental noise signal were
recorded in an off-line format for simulation. After
testing, characteristic curves of circuits for the microphone preamplifier and the fourth-order low-pass filter
both show a good condition. As for the frequency
response functions obtained by using the FFT tool,
when the standard and dental noise signals have input,
test results show that after adjusting the circuit, the
operating conditions for each element of the developed
earplug system were good as shown in Fig. 11.
3. Music from MP3
It is well known that music can play an important
role in relaxing the anxiety and tension of patients.
Some dental hospitals also offer music to patients.
However, a public broadcast system is usually used to
present the music, and it has disadvantages of being
interfered with by unwanted sounds, and the patient has
no say in the selection. Therefore, in our design, the
music is broadcast through an earplug system, and an
evaluation test was conduced by using a Hemo Dynamic
Monitor from Hewlett-Packard with sensors attached to

the patient to measure blood pressure and heart rate.
However, the effects from the two indexes were not
dominant, although most patients claimed that the noise
had been reduced.
4. Discussion
Some proposals from circuit testing are given as
follows. The 8-pin INA128 amplifiers, instead of the
16-pin TL084 type, which were adopted in the audioamplifier circuit offered excellent accuracy due to their
low power and general- purpose instrumentation. Their
versatile 3-op amp design and small size make them
ideal for a wide range of applications. Current-feedback input circuitry provides wide bandwidth even at
high gain (2,000 Hz at G = 100). Meanwhile, a single
external resistor set the gain from 1 to 10,000, and the
INA128 provides an industry standard gain equation.
Moreover, the INA128 is laser-trimmed for a very low
offset voltage of 50 µV, draft at 0.5 µV/°C, and high
common mode rejection of 120 dB at G ≥ 100. It
operates with power supplies as low as ± 2.25 V, and a
quiescent current of only 700 µA is ideal for batteryoperated systems. Finally, internal input protection can
withstand up to ± 40 V without damage and these merits
make the earplug system easy to place into commercial
practice.
The signal output from the fourth-order filter was
originally directly transmitted to the signal detection
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circuit and the mixing circuit; however, an impulse
signal, such as a cough, may result in false operation.
Therefore, after testing, a fourth-order filter was included in the system before the signal was transmitted to
the detection circuit to reduce possible occurrences of
false operation. This makes the function of the system
more practical for various applications. In addition,
another variable resistor (VR 2) at U5 of the detection
circuit, by which the operation of the entire system is
initiated, was also included to adjust the trigger level;
this makes the function of the detection circuit more
flexible. Moreover, when the speech signal is triggered
in the system, the music signal is automatically reduced
by 12 dB. After passing through the fourth-order filter
for filtering out unnecessary noise, the speech signal
can also be amplified again in the mixing circuit, facilitating communication between the patient and dentist.
Finally, we found that most dental hospitals have
an open area for treatment. If the sensitivity of the
signal trigger value is set too high, then communication
interference may result. In addition, when the speech of
the dentist is too soft, the communication effect will be
reduced due to the earplugs on the patient. An earplug
with a wireless microphone for the dentist is suggested
to increase communication quality, and a circuit is now
being designed for this. Meanwhile, considering the
effects of the music, the music broadcast system can be
set up in the dental chair to reduce the interference
between the music source and the receiver. Studies on
optional music selection combined with music therapy
should be conducted.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a newly developed earplug system
for filtering out dental noise is reported which resolves
noise problems in the working environment of the dentist.
In addition, with music in an MP3 format included with
the earplug system, it not only can serve as a communication tool between the dentist and the patient but also
offer an effective solution to relieve the anxiety and
tension of the patient during treatment. Testing results
show that the developed earplug system can be fabricated for commercial applications due to its size and
economy. If music therapy can be further included in
the musical element, further medical applications are
possible. A cross-sectional study using a self-reporting
questionnaire for local dental hospitals has been
undertaken. The results of that study will be reported
soon.
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